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Sleep Transitions
M A K I N G  T H E  M O V E  F R O M  C R I B  T O  T O D D L E R  B E D

Transitioning from the crib to a toddler or full size bed is a big step, for both parents and young
children.  When to make that leap is different for every family, but there are a few things that can
make this transition smoother for everyone!

Toddlers face a lot of changes, like
weaning, potty training, etc.  Choose a
time you can focus solely on this major
transition.

Time It Right

Get your toddler excited by choosing
their sheets, picking out their new bed,
and/or selecting the items they want in
their bed, like stuffed animals.

Build Your Child's Interest

O'Connor, Amy. 2019 "Tricks to Ease the Transition From Crib to Toddler Bed." Accessed October 28, 2020

Now that your toddler is free at night,
consider blocking any stairwells with
safety gates, locking windows and any
doors, a securing furniture to walls.

Re-evaluate Your Childproofing

Stick with the same routine your child is
used to and consider placing the new
bed where the crib was.

Don't Change The Bedtime Routine

Take your time and give your toddler
time to adjust to the new bed by
"practicing" during naps, etc. Stick to one
transition at a time, like pacifiers,
diapers, etc. 

Ease Into It

It's up to you to reinforce bedtime rules.
Request last-calls for water, stuffed toys
and trips to the potty and consider the
use of sticker charts and inner door
locks.

Keep Exploration To A Minimum

Child Care Answers is Central Indiana's Child Care Resource and Referral agency, proudly serving Hamilton, Hendricks, and Marion
counties.

https://www.whattoexpect.com/toddler/crib-to-toddler-bed

